Over the past 12 months, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission) has kept up the aggressive enforcement pace it set in previous years, establishing new single-year highs in fiscal year (FY) 2016 for SEC enforcement actions generally and those involving investment advisers and/or investment companies.¹ The Commission’s Division of Enforcement (Enforcement or the Division) has continued to emphasize several key programmatic areas, including most notably its record-setting effort to encourage whistleblowers. By contrast, enforcement actions of particular note to the mutual fund industry have been relatively uncommon, with a noted absence of prior-year matters involving distribution-in-guise, the 15(c) process and chief compliance officers.² Instead, valuation has taken center stage.

Before the presidential election, it would have been reasonable to expect more of the same in FY2017 from Enforcement generally, and perhaps an uptick in actions of interest to mutual funds, especially in light of the significant increase in staff responsible for investment adviser and investment company examinations at the SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE), Enforcement’s active whistleblower initiative and relatively new leadership settling in at the Division’s Asset Management Unit (AMU).³ With the election of President Donald J. Trump, however, all bets are now off.⁴

At this point, neither the President nor his nominee for Chairman of the SEC, Walter J. “Jay” Clayton, has commented specifically on the Commission’s enforcement program.⁵ But a potential harbinger of Enforcement’s future appeared in late February, when Acting Chairman Michael S. Piwowar reportedly rescinded the Director of Enforcement’s subdelegation of authority to issue formal orders of investigation, which had permitted Enforcement staff in such investigations to issue subpoenas for documents and testimony.⁶ And others close to the new Administration have been vocal in their criticism of certain aspects of the SEC’s enforcement program, such as corporate penalties.⁷ In addition, the SEC may feel a pinch to its budget — the House Financial Services Committee is reportedly likely to reject the Commission’s FY2018 budget request (which called for a $445 million increase),⁸ and there are suggestions further cuts may be in the offing.⁹ Finally, since Jan. 23, there is also a hiring freeze in place for federal civilian employees.¹⁰

It is difficult to predict where things will begin, not to mention end, once a new Chairman, two additional SEC Commissioners and a new Director of Enforcement are on the scene. For now, please read on for a review of the events of last year, and keep this Alert handy for a comparison next March.

Aggressive Enforcement: The Tail End of a Trend?

Enforcement Statistics. The SEC filed 868 enforcement actions and obtained orders exceeding $4 billion in monetary sanctions in FY2016.¹¹ The number of enforcement actions represented a record for the agency, while the amount of monetary sanctions came in somewhat below the totals
achieved in FY2014 ($4.16 billion) and FY2015 ($4.19 billion). Independent actions (i.e., enforcement actions other than (1) those against issuers for delinquent SEC filings and (2) follow-on administrative proceedings seeking bars against individuals based on criminal convictions, civil injunctions or other orders) continued to remain a point of emphasis. In FY2016, the SEC filed 548 such actions, an increase of 8 percent after year-over-year highs in FY2015 and FY2014. In its press release announcing the statistics, the Commission also highlighted that it had set new single-year highs for cases involving investment advisers or investment companies (160) and independent or stand-alone cases involving investment advisers or investment companies (98).

Coordination With OCIE. The Division of Enforcement continues to work closely with OCIE. Last October, former OCIE Director Mark Wyatt even described the Division as a “customer” of the examination process. Commission press releases announcing enforcement actions that arise out of OCIE examinations routinely credit each team member by name.

In FY2016, OCIE completed over 2,400 examinations across all of its program areas, representing a more than 20 percent increase over FY2015. As in FY2015, OCIE referred roughly 10 percent of its examinations to Enforcement. While the referral percentage may not change, the number of referrals is likely to increase, as OCIE has bolstered staffing in its examination adviser/investment company examination program by roughly 20 percent. OCIE has also emphasized the development of a risk-based strategy for evaluating which registrants to examine, supported by the development of specialized data analytics, allowing it to “arrive at the list of firms [OCIE] believe[s] expose investors to the most significant risks.”

OCIE’s examination priorities for 2017 include three directly related to mutual fund advisers: (1) money market funds, (2) exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and (3) the ReTIRE initiative.

OCIE will examine money market funds for compliance with (1) the Compliance Rule, (2) regulatory filings, (3) the Custody Rule, (4) the Code of Ethics Rule and (5) the Books and Records Rule. OCIE also issued a risk alert in October 2016, concerning its examination of registrants’ compliance with key whistleblower provisions arising out of the Dodd-Frank Act in a variety of documents, including compliance manuals, codes of ethics, employment agreements and severance agreements. If history is any guide going forward, the mutual fund industry can expect some of OCIE’s referrals to Enforcement in FY2017 to cover these topics.

Whistleblowers. In August 2016, the SEC announced that awards to whistleblowers since the beginning of the program had surpassed the $100 million mark. In FY2016, the program issued awards totaling over $57 million, exceeding the sum of all award amounts issued in previous years. The Commission’s FY2016 awards included payouts for a tip that “substantially advanced the agency’s investigation and ultimate enforcement action”, for a well-detailed tip where “it would have been extremely difficult for law enforcement to discover this securities fraud on its own”, to a company outsider who conducted a detailed analysis that led to a successful SEC enforcement action; to a whistleblower who came forward with “information that enabled the SEC to move quickly and initiate an enforcement action against wrongdoers before they could squander the money”; and for providing a tip “which bolstered an ongoing investigation with additional evidence of wrongdoing that strengthened the SEC’s case” (the first such award). As of Jan. 23, total payouts under the whistleblower program stood at roughly $149 million paid to 41 whistleblowers in enforcement actions that resulted in more than $935 million in financial remedies.

The increasing size and frequency of these awards reflect the seriousness with which the SEC views the whistleblower program. Indeed, last September, former Director of Enforcement Andrew Ceresney spoke of the “transformative impact that the program has had on the Agency, both in terms of the detection of illegal conduct and in moving our investigations forward quicker and through the use of fewer resources.” With the number of tips in FY2016 growing to 4,218, up from 3,923 in FY2015 and 3,620 in FY2014, we can expect a continued uptick in whistleblower-generated actions for some time, even if the scope of whistleblower protections is eventually narrowed.

In addition, the SEC made protecting its whistleblowers a point of emphasis in FY2016, bringing two settled actions under the anti-retaliation provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act and no less than eight settled actions against companies for violating Rule 21F-17, which prohibits anyone from taking any action to impede communications with the SEC about possible securities law violations. The Commission brought a first-of-its-kind stand-alone retaliation case against a company. The SEC followed this up with another first, when it settled with another company for retaliating against an internal whistleblower. By far, the most common violation of 21F-17 came in the form of
separation agreements constraining an employee’s interactions with the SEC. For example, an asset manager agreed to pay a $340,000 civil money penalty to settle charges that it improperly used separation agreements in which exiting employees were forced to waive their ability to obtain whistleblower awards, 36 while a technology company agreed to pay a $180,000 civil money penalty for routinely entering into severance agreements that contained a broad non-disparagement clause forbidding former employees from engaging with the SEC and other regulators “in any communication that disparages, denigrates, maligns or impugns” the company. 37

Admissions. The SEC has continued to demand admissions in connection with certain settled enforcement actions. 38 As of November 2016, the SEC had obtained admissions from 77 defendants and respondents — 30 individuals and 47 entities. 39 The admissions policy is expected to survive the transition in leadership to the new Presidential administration, but admissions may be sought less frequently or the Commissioners may become more involved in the process of when to seek an admission. 40

Enforcement and the Mutual Fund Industry

Improper Fair Valuation, Misleading Disclosures Regarding Remediation and Improper Affiliated Transaction. In October, the SEC brought and settled an administrative proceeding against an investment adviser for improperly fair valuing certain mutual fund bond holdings held by the funds of registered investment companies it advised and failing to disclose key aspects of its attempt to remediate the resulting harm. 41

The investment adviser primarily relied on a third-party analytical tool for its fair valuation calculations and failed to incorporate market data or back-test the fair value determinations for the bonds. The valuation errors resulting from these practices led to the funds being priced at an inaccurate net asset value (NAV). The mutual funds then executed shareholder transactions at the wrong NAV, and stated inaccurate performance figures. In addition, the adviser collected inflated asset-based fees.

The adviser and the funds attempted remediation but failed to follow the fund’s NAV error correction procedures. They then compounded the issue by failing to disclose to investors and prospective investors that the initial deviation did not conform to the NAV error correction procedures or that the process compensated shareholders differently, depending on whether they invested directly or through an intermediary. Upon discovering the mistake, the adviser contributed $27 million to the funds it advised to distribute to accountholders of record. However, the adviser based its contribution on an estimate and did not precisely calculate fund and shareholder losses in accordance with the funds’ error correction procedures. As a result, some shareholders were undercompensated.

The adviser also caused a mutual fund it advised to engage in a securities transaction with another fund it sub-advised, without meeting the requirements for an exemption from the prohibitions against transactions between affiliated persons. The adviser failed to timely report the transaction to the fund’s Board of Trustees, and the Board did not evaluate the transaction within the time period set by Rule 17a-7(e)(3) under the Investment Company Act. As a result, the transaction did not meet the conditions required for an exemption under Section 17(a) of the Investment Company Act.

The funds had previously adopted written inter-portfolio transaction, NAV error correction, and valuation policies and procedures that were updated on an annual basis. However, the adviser failed to properly implement these policies and procedures and, in particular, did “not ensure that the policies and procedures were reasonably designed to establish appropriate controls related to its reliance on a third-party analytical tool in fair valuing securities.”

As a result of this conduct, the SEC found the adviser liable for violating Sections 206(2) and 206(4) of the Advisers Act and Rules 206(4)-8 thereunder, and Sections 17(a) and 34(b) of the Investment Company Act and Rules 22c-1 and 38a-1 thereunder.

The adviser agreed to the following: a cease-and-desist order, a censure, to conduct a self-administered distribution as further remediation intended to make the affected shareholders whole, and to pay a civil money penalty of $3.9 million.

Fair Valuation Practices for Mutual Fund Holdings of Pre-IPO Securities. Beginning in late 2015 and continuing through at least the late summer of 2016, the SEC reportedly expanded the scope of a previously ongoing investigation of mutual funds’ fair valuation practices for pre-IPO securities. 42 Former Chair White discussed the motive for this investigation in a speech in 2016, noting that inflated or ethereal valuations harm not
only venture capital and private equity funds, “but also smaller retail investors and the next Stanford student whose great idea needs funding, but investors are unwilling to take a bet on her because they were burned last time.”43 Chair White also indicated companies known as unicorns (private startup firms with valuations exceeding $1 billion) were an area of special concern as “one must wonder whether the publicity and pressure to achieve the unicorn benchmark is analogous to that felt by public companies to meet projections they make to the market with the attendant risk of financial reporting problems.”44 The investigation has not yet led to any public enforcement actions.

Misleading Performance and Inadequate Fair Valuation. In December 2016, the SEC brought and settled an administrative proceeding with an investment management firm to resolve charges the firm both misled investors about the performance of one of its first actively managed ETFs and failed to accurately value certain fund securities.45

The ETF achieved record performance following its initial launch through a strategy of purchasing smaller-sized positions in non-agency mortgage-backed securities known as “odd lots.” The firm engaged in this strategy “to help bolster performance out of the gate.”46 But in monthly and annual reports to investors, the firm “provided other, misleading reasons for the ETF’s early success and failed to disclose that the resulting performance from the odd lot strategy was not sustainable as the fund grew in size.”47 As a result of these actions, the firm “misled investors about the true long-term impact of its odd lot strategy and denied them the opportunity to make fully formed investment decisions.”48 The firm also failed to disclose the existence and impact of the odd lot strategy to the ETF Trust’s Board of Trustees.

The odd lot strategy also caused the ETF to overvalue its portfolio and consequently fail to accurately price a subset of fund shares. The firm valued the bonds using prices provided by a third-party pricing vendor for round lots, which are larger-sized bonds compared with odd lots, and the firm’s pricing policies and procedures were not reasonably designed to consider these issues or odd lot pricing in general. The policies and procedures also vested responsibility with the firm’s traders for determining when to report to the firm’s Pricing Committee any price that did not reasonably reflect market value, but failed to provide for sufficient oversight of the traders’ determinations or any guidance regarding when to elevate significant pricing issues.

As a consequence of the foregoing conduct, the SEC found the investment firm to have violated Sections 206(2) and 206(4) of the Advisers Act and Rules 206(4)-7 and 206(4)-8 thereunder, and Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act. The investment firm also caused the ETF’s violation of Rule 22c-1 of the Investment Company Act.

The investment firm agreed to a cease-and-desist order, a censure, $1.5 million of disgorgement and prejudgment interest, and a civil money penalty of $18.3 million. It also agreed to employ an independent compliance consultant to conduct a comprehensive review of the written compliance policies and procedures implicated by the conduct at issue in this matter.

Policies and Procedures on Outside Consultants’ Use of MNPI. In May 2016, the SEC brought and settled an administrative proceeding against an investment adviser for mutual funds for failure to establish, maintain and enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent the misuse of material, nonpublic information (MNPI) in connection with the adviser’s use of outside consultants as part of its securities research and analysis services provided to the funds.49 One of these consultants served as a member of four outside public company boards and, as a result of such service, had access to MNPI regarding these companies. During the period in question, the funds were shareholders of, and traded in the securities of, these four companies.

The investment adviser had written policies and procedures regarding MNPI and policies and procedures addressing the personal trading activities of individuals who had access to confidential information regarding its funds, but it did not establish or maintain written policies or procedures for identifying outside consultants who should be subject to oversight and controls carried on by its compliance department. As a result of this gap, the adviser’s written policies and procedures were not reasonably designed to prevent the misuse of MNPI with respect to outside consultants.

The SEC found the investment adviser’s conduct violated Section 204A of the Advisers Act. The adviser agreed to a cease-and-desist order, a censure and a civil money penalty of $1.5 million.

Failure to Disclose Key Terms in Exemptive Order Application. In August 2016, the SEC brought and settled an administrative proceeding against an investment adviser for omissions of material fact in an application for exemptive relief and other disclosures filed with the SEC.50 The adviser’s funds filed an exemptive order application with the SEC that disclosed a side agreement with its lead subadvisor. The side agreement provided for termination payments should the adviser recommend the subadvisor’s termination for something other than cause. The Division of Investment Management informed the adviser it would not support the application with the termination payment provisions, and the adviser and funds agreed to remove the provisions in an amended application. However, in the interim, the adviser had agreed with the subadvisor to waive its ability to terminate, or recommend the termination of, the subadvisor altogether. Neither the advisor nor the funds disclosed the revised side agreement in the amended application or in the registration statements of the funds. The registration statements of the funds also inaccurately stated that all of the subadvisory agreements could be terminated at any time by the adviser.
The SEC found the investment adviser’s conduct violated Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act and caused the funds’ violations of the same. The investment adviser agreed to a cease-and-desist order, a censure and a $75,000 civil money penalty.

Inadequate Safeguards and Supervision at a Transfer Agent. Continuing its focus on gatekeepers, just last month, the SEC brought and settled an administrative proceeding against a transfer agent for failing to implement adequate safeguards and procedures to protect customer funds and securities, and for failing to supervise an employee who stole approximately $1.2 million worth of mutual funds from investors.51

The employee obtained sensitive account information regarding foreign deceased shareholders and falsified documents to cause securities from two accounts to be transferred to an account he controlled. He subsequently liquidated the securities and wired the funds to another account he controlled. The transfer agent discovered the misappropriation when the legitimate legal representative of one of the victim’s estates submitted redemption forms applicable to the account that had already been closed. Upon discovering this conduct, the transfer agent made both shareholder accounts whole, referred the employee to federal law enforcement and subsequently recovered all of the misappropriated funds.

The SEC found the transfer agent’s conduct violated Sections 17A(d)(1) and 17A(c)(3) of the Exchange Act and Rule 17Ad-12 thereunder. The transfer agent agreed to a cease-and-desist order, a censure and payment of a $250,000 civil money penalty.

The Future of SEC Enforcement

What will the enforcement landscape look like a year from now? It is certainly fair to expect that cutting-edge enforcement theories may not be as well-received by the new Commission and Director of Enforcement, and that borderline cases fit for a “broken windows” approach may no longer be in vogue. But efforts to fight fraud and other enforcement staples are likely to remain, if for no other purpose than to serve as a counterweight to further cuts elsewhere within the SEC, some of which have already been telegraphed.52 Moreover, even if additional attempts to slow the pace of new enforcement investigations are successful, it will take some time to work through the current pipeline of already-active matters.

In any event, the political process alone cannot predetermine the future of the Commission’s enforcement program. Indeed, with most enforcement actions taking the form of settlements, including those grabbing the headlines and those discussed above, what may be lost amid the current political handcapping is the very real and ongoing risk that federal court challenges will deliver significant blows to the program. For example, in the past year, the 10th and 11th Circuits split over whether the five-year limitation period in 28 U.S.C. § 2462 applies to the SEC’s ability to obtain disgorgement, with the 11th Circuit finding the five-year limitation applied to limit disgorgement and the 10th Circuit holding the opposite.53 The Supreme Court will hear oral argument on the 10th Circuit case in April 2017. Potentially even more significant is the vigorous litigation over the SEC’s use of administrative law judges (ALJs) appointed by the Commission. Although many commentators thought the D.C. Circuit settled the issue in August,54 the 10th Circuit came through with another Circuit split in December when it found that the ALJs were inferior officers subordinate to the SEC commissioners and held their offices unconstitutionally.55 Then, in February, the D.C. Circuit vacated its decision and indicated it would consider the issue en banc. These and similar cases will make for an interesting year and may impact SEC enforcement more significantly than any politically generated rollback efforts.
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Seminars and Training Sessions

Stradley Ronon routinely conducts educational seminars and training sessions on various topics — at no cost to your organization. Our attorneys are happy to customize programs for your staff and in-house counsel at your convenience. Go to http://www.stradley.com/~media/Securities%20Litigation%20Enforcement%20Educational%20Seminars%20Training%20Sessions.pdf for more information.